In a nutshell we are long term missionaries assigned to the Latin America and Caribbean region of the world but
our ministry and its tools have impact and placement on a global scale.
We call our ministry MergeLane Media, where we "merge truth and technology to transform lives". Our hearts
are focused on impacting the Digital Native population of the world. (Translate that to working to reach the
generation who doesn’t know a world without the Internet.) We build resources for Bible schools who are
reaching out to non-residential students so that the bi-vocational pastor and others can go to school and prepare
themselves for ministry. Our work has taken us to 80 plus countries. We built media facilities in Siberia, Africa,
Latin America and Asia. We host online learning platforms for APTS in Baguio in the Philippines, for 4 schools
in Latin America and soon to be in Africa. We provide the same services to every regional office of the
AGWM. We host the training platform for the AGWM missionary training for all of the AGWM missionaries
around the world. We have built each of these platforms and trained the teams on how to use and maintain
them.
Our singular most exciting opportunities are ahead of us. We decided a couple of years ago to address the most
pressing issue in training remotely. That is to say that we want to reach beyond the end of the internet and offer
tools for evangelism and training to places that are served only by cellphone signals. There are about 8 Billion
cell phones in service in the world. Which is greater than the total population of our world. We have created
what we call: eBridge wireless hubs that create a local wifi hub that allows, without electricity, a battery
powered internet hub to be accessed by cellphones, Ipads, and other android devices. Classrooms are powered
by our eBridge LC (learning center) tool and evangelism is taking place using our eBridge MC (media center).
We have requests from China and Africa rolling in for these devices so that we can help those who have limited
freedoms to share their faith with the use of these tools. For $500.00 each we supply these learning and media
center tools to those that are asking.
My wife and I have two daughters, Heather and Amanda. Heather has 6 children and Amanda is a special needs
child. She, Amanda, has currently developed a malady that is literally taking her life. She has lost so much
weight, think down to 89 pounds, that her health is compromised. We desperately need prayers for her.

